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Introduction & Problem Statement
 Research has shown that games help players develop useful skills and knowledge, such as information, media, and other digital literacies, problem-solving, and 

pro-social and other skills needed for success and social progress in the 21st Century.1,2,3,4,5

 Libraries in the US have supported gaming since the mid-19th Century and around 77% of public libraries currently support gaming of some kind; this support has 
continued to grow with digital recreational games.6,7 

 Children who are socioeconomically disadvantaged are falling behind in 21st Century skills because they do not have a comparable level of access to digital media 
that more advantaged children have; libraries should provide access to digital media and facilitate the mentoring necessary for these children to fully engage with 
these literacies.8

 Learners develop a sense of cognitive self-efficacy in formal and informal environments; school librarians can capitalize on the inquiry strategies and skills learners 
are developing in informal learning environments like games and use those abilities to develop learners’ information literacy skills; gaming and technology also 
promote a life-long love of learning and reading.9,10

 Andragogy describes how adult learners are more interested in a topic when they see it as relevant to their interests or understand the topic’s importance.11

 Pre-service librarians exposed to the educational potential of games were more likely to view games as a valuable part of libraries and curricula.12

 However, previous research found few ALA-accredited programs offer courses on games and gaming in libraries.13

Methodology
 Purposes:  Exploration and Description
 This study uses an online survey and semi-structured interviews with a purposive sample of LIS educators (faculty of all levels, lecturers, adjuncts, teaching 

assistants, etc.) currently teaching in ALA-Accredited LIS degree programs & iSchools in the USA
 The survey is being circulated via JESSE and ALISE listservs as well as several relevant social media pages and websites
 Participants will be asked to volunteer in follow-up semi-structured interviews and/or share related curricular materials

References, Paper & Poster Files 
 References and a .pdf file of this poster can be found by visiting http://bit.ly/2pcQi0H or scanning the QR code to the right:
 We’re unable to physically attend the iConference this year, but please contact us if you have any questions or comments!

Research Questions
1. How do ALA-accredited Library and Information Science (LIS) programs in the United States address gaming in their curricula?

a) What factors promote the inclusion of games in LIS curricula?
b) What factors inhibit the inclusion of games in LIS curricula?
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Limitations & Precautions
 Results may not be generalizable due to low response rates and self-selection biases 
 Participants who have and have not used gaming in their curricula are encouraged to participate
 A gift card lottery serves as an added incentive
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Next Steps
 Data collection is ongoing, please consider participating at www.surveymonkey.com/r/YNF63ZY or by scanning the QR code to the right!
 Semi-structured interviews will be conducted with volunteers recruited from the survey
 Findings will be compared against a replicated study of LIS educators in the Republic of Korea

Participate here!

Demographics
 Sample Population:  n=17 (17 of 25 surveys responses were complete/valid)
 Average Age of Respondents:  44.47 years; range:  28-69
 Race & Ethnicity:  11 White (64.71%); 2 Asian (11.76%); 1 Black (5.88%); 1 Hispanic; 1 Multiracial; 1 Black Hispanic
 Gender Identity:  12 Female (70.59%); 5 Male (29.41%)
 Identification as a ‘Gamer’:  12 ‘No’ (70.59%); 3 ‘Yes’ (17.65%); 2 ‘Other,’ i.e. “I play video games.”
 LIS Educator Role:  5 Assistant Prof. (29.41%); 5 Lecturers; 4 Associate Prof. (23.53%); 1 Adjunct Prof./Instructor (5.88%); 1 Teaching Assistant; 1 Professor Emeritus 

(still teaching)
 ALA-Accredited Program:  13 Yes (81.25%); 2 Never Accredited (12.5%); 1 Formerly Accredited (5.88%)
 iSchools Membership:  9 Yes (52.94%); 7 No (41.18%); 1 I don’t know; 1 skipped
 Average Years Teaching Experience: 9 years; range:  2-25
 Have or Working on MLS-Equivalent Degree:  12 Yes (70.59%); 5 No (29.41%)

Preliminary Findings and Discussion
 Respondents who incorporated content related to gaming into their courses often cited their personal experiences with gaming as an impetus for them to 

incorporate gaming into their courses
 All respondents who wanted to incorporate gaming into their courses but did not feel knowledgeable enough to do so said that having access to relevant course 

modules would encourage them 
 Respondents who had no interest in incorporating gaming-related content into their courses more frequently reported gaming daily than those who incorporated 

content related to gaming into their courses or those who wanted to do so but did not feel knowledgeable enough
 Respondents who incorporated content related to gaming into their courses enjoyed a wider variety of types of games than those who had no interest in 

incorporating gaming-related content into their courses 
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I do not address, use, or allow content related to games in my courses

I taught/teach a course specifically on games and gaming

I have used games or game-like features (gamification) in my courses

I have offered a lecture which focused on games and gaming

I have course content related to games and gaming, but not as a
primary focus point

My students complete an assignment specifically about games

My students can choose to focus on games in their own assignments

As an LIS educator, do you use or discuss games and gaming in the 
content of your courses? Select all that apply:
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I discussed gaming content related to programming and/or services for
children

I discussed gaming content related to programming and/or services for
young adults

I discussed gaming content related to programming and/or services for
adults

I discussed gaming content related to collection development

I discussed gaming content related to cataloging

I discussed gaming content related to preservation/archiving

I discussed gaming content related to designing/developing games

I discussed gaming content related to formats and genres of games

I discussed gaming content related to gamification

I gamified elements of the course

In what context(s) do you use or discuss games and gaming in the 
content of your courses?
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Puzzle Games

MMORPGs

First Person Shooter Games

Multiplayer Online Battle Arenas (MOBA)

Real-Time Strategy (RTS) Games

Sports Games

Racing Games

Indie Games

Interactive Text Games

Sandbox Games

Which types of games did/do you use in your course? 
Select all that apply: 
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Preexisting course modules

Personal experience with gaming

Textbooks

Preexisting assignment materials

Best practices guidebook

Conference sessions or other types of professional development

Which types of resources have you found to be most beneficial in 
fostering the integration of gaming into your LIS teaching? 

Choose all that apply:
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I have no interest in doing so

My students have not indicated any interest in gaming or topics
related to gaming

I am interested, but do not feel knowledgeable enough to do so

Gaming is not suitable or relatable to the topics in the course I teach

I am not sure how topics related to gaming relate to my courses

I am not sure how to integrate gaming into my course due to the topic

It is difficult to change the contents of a course

It is difficult to set up a special topics course

If you do not incorporate gaming into your curriculum, why not?
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Relevant course modules focused on gaming

Course development proposals

Relevant textbooks

Assignment materials

Best practices guidebook

Conference sessions or other types of professional development

Which types of resources would most encourage you to integrate 
gaming-related content into your LIS teaching? Choose all that apply: 


